Abstract. Continuous dependence of solutions for a class of nonmonotonic, discontinuous differential equations is studied. First, a local existence theorem due to Z. Wu is extended to a larger class. Then, a result concerning continuous dependence for this larger class is proven. This employs a type of convergence similar to Gihman's Convergence Criterion, which is defined to be rb rb
INTRODUCTION
We consider initial value problems of the form (Ivp) u'(t) = f(t,u(t)), for í G [0,71, w(0) = x0.
A fundamental question one can study concerning (IVP) is that of continuous dependence on f, that is, does a small change in / bring about only a small change in u ? Such results are important for at least two reasons in applications. One, / may be the result of an experiment and hence could contain measurement errors. We would like the corresponding solution u to be similar to the "true" solution. Two, given / we may wish to work with some / that is close to /, but simpler in some sense (for example, one for which the solution can be obtained by elementary methods). We would like for the solution ü (corresponding to /) to be a good approximation to u, the solution of interest. Such continuous dependence results can be stated in terms of sequences, that is, if fin -* fioo, then Un -> Uoo , where u" is the solution corresponding to fn , for n = 1, 2, ... , oo. We now consider what types of convergence to use. For the m's, pointwise or uniform convergence is typically used. For the / 's, these kinds of convergence can also be considered. However, several results in the literature, [1, 2, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14] utilize the following:
For each a, b and y (GCC) rb rb / fn(s,y)ds-> / fi00(s,y)ds.
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We shall call this Gihman's Convergence Criterion, after 1.1. Gihman who first used this type of convergence in 1952 [5] . (GCC) is significant for at least two reasons. One, (GCC) is in general weaker than pointwise convergence.
(Consider, for example, fn(s, y) = sin(«s) and f^ = 0.) Two, for certain classes of fi's, some of the papers listed above have found (GCC) to be not only sufficient for convergence of the u 's but also necessary. It is of interest to extend the number of classes of /'s for which (GCC) has been studied. We now specify the class of problems which is investigated here. Let any T > 0 be given. We consider / 's which satisfy the following four properties:
(PI) / maps D = {(t, x)\0< t <T, -oo < x < oo} into R, (P2) / is bounded on D,
(P3) / is Lebesgue measurable in t for each fixed x G R, (P4) for each (t, x) G D, limJ,_>^+ fi(t, y) exists and lim sup/(i, y) < fi(t, x) = lim f(t,y).
y-xy->x+
In §3 we shall study continuous dependence of solutions on / for this class. We note that the requirements above are quite weak, since, for example, continuity is not assumed in either variable and / does not need to satisfy a direct monotonicity condition. We note also that condition (P4) does not involve t. Also, (P4) can be restated in what may be a more intuitive form, as follows: (P4) for each fixed t G (0, T), the function f(t, •) is right-continuous and upper semicontinuous. Condition (P2) is quite strong, but can probably be replaced by a condition such as:
(P2' ) \fi(t ,x)\< m(t) for all (t,x)eD, where m : (0, T) -► R is Lebesgue integrable. This question is not investigated here. We note that continuous dependence was studied for a similar class of /'s in [10] , except in that paper / was also required to be nondecreasing in x. Thus, the theorem given in §3, though different in some respects, is in a sense a generalization of that result. In §2, we consider existence of solutions for this class and finally in §4 we give examples.
Existence of solutions
Before we can discuss continuous dependence of solutions on / for this class, we must verify that solutions actually exist. The literature concerns itself with various definitions of solution (see, for example [3 and 4] ). We shall seek existence of Carathéodory solutions: u : [0, T] -* R is absolutely continuous, u'(t) = f(t, u(t)) a.e. on [0, T] and u(0) = xo. It is well known that Carathéodory solutions may not exist for even simple /'s (for example, consider / defined by f(t, x) = 1 for x < 0 and for all t, and f(t, x) = -1
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use for x > 0 and for all t), so existence must indeed be proven. Existence of Carathéodory solutions was demonstrated by Wu in [15] under slightly stronger conditions than properties (PI), (P2), (P3) and (P4). We use a revision of Wu's argument to weaken his original hypotheses. The following proof also contains an additional parameter e . This parameter is unnecessary for the proof of existence (i.e., e = 0 can be used), but will be useful in the proof of continuous dependence in the next section. Theorem 1. Let any T > 0 and xo G R be given. Let f satisfy properties (PI), (P2), (P3) and (P4).
Then, a Carathéodory solution of (IVP) exists on [0, T] and among these solutions there is a greatest one. Proof. For each e > 0, we shall construct a nonincreasing sequence of continuous functions xx;£, x2tE, ... which converge to some continuous function ue. We shall then show that uq is the greatest solution to (IVP).
Fix any e > 0. where M is any number such that \fi(t, x)\ < M for all (i, x) G D. We also denote 8k,n,eis) = SUp{/(5, x)\ X G #*;,",£(j)} and
On,e(s) = gk.n.eis) for rj<"'£) < S < O^f.
We shall define xny. [0, T] -► R by *n,e(Q) = Xo,
x",e(t) = xn,E(o{k"-E))+ f gk,n<e(s)ds, fmt€[a¡,''),o¡!;')].
a. i tnte) "* n.-ri
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Note that we may also write xn>e as xn%s(t) = xo + j0an,£(s)ds. Note also that it suffices to choose the o¿"'£) 's in order to specify x"e.
For n = 1, we partition [0, T] by letting o{kl 'e)-a^x] = T/2, for k = 1, 2.
Thus, we have defined xx t e over all of [0, T] . Now let n G N, n ^ 1, be given. Assume x¡tt and the ok'E) 's have already been chosen, for all j < n . We also assume xx>e(t) > x2>e(t) > ■■■ > xn-X<£(t) for each t G [0, T]. Let any / e {0, 1,2,...} be given, and suppose that <t¿"'£), o{xn'e), ... , of't] have been chosen, with 0 = <7<"'6) < o{xn'e) < ■ ■■ < (n>e) < j an(j mat Xf¡e jjas oeeTX defined on [0, cr¡e'] with x"¡e < xn-XíB on that interval. We now define a function x^c on [o\n'e', T] as follows:
xZe(t)=Xn,ei<T¡n'e))+ f Zi,n,*(s)ds. Jof'* Note that ^E(o\"'e)) = xn,£(o¡"'E)) < xn-X<E(o\n'E)). We choose o\n+[E) in one of several ways, depending on how Xn~^E(o\n'E)) is related to xn-XiE(o\n'E]). In what follows, we shall use x = min{r, a\n,e> + 2~nT} .
Case One. ^E(o\n'E)) < x"_i;£(rj,(n'£)).
Subcase a. x"~^E(t) < x"_Ii£(f) for all t G [a\H'*', x]. In this subcase, let o\l\E) = x and define xn,e(t) = x¡^e(t) on [o\n'E), a\l\E)]. Obviously, we have xn,e(t)<Xn-x,e(t^on [rj,(" '£), o¿xE)].
Subcase b. x"^s(t) > x"_i)£(i) for some t G (o\n'E), x). Define o\l'xE) = inf{tej.o\n't],x)\x7:e(t) > xn-XJt)}. Then, j£r«(<#¡,)) = x"_i>7&e)) and x">e(t) < xn-x,e(t) for all t e [o\n's), o\n+\E)]. Define x",£(i) = xB>e(i) on o\"'E) < t < o\l\E). Obviously, xn,e(t) < x"_i,<¡(í) on that interval.
Case Two. 5c^e(o\n'E)) = xn-XtE(o\"'E)). In this case, define oi+x ' = min in |t , min{ff<"-' ■£) : o{kn~' '£) > aj" 'e)}} .
Note that [a\n't], o\n+f] ç [<rj"_1'e), aj"71,,)] for some j. Define xn,£(t) =
We claim x",E(t) < xn-x,e(t). Choose j as above. Recall that ft and x",eit) = xn>e(ol"'E))+ / sup{f(s,x):x£Bitnttis)}ds
x"_i,£(í) = x"_1,e(ct,<"'£))+ / sxix){f(s,x):xeBj<n-X,e(s)}ds.
7<t("-£)
Thus, it suffices to show B,,n,e(s) Ç #/,n-i,e(s) for s G [<7¿"'£), t]. Note that a(n-x,e) < a(n,e) < f < ^gj.) < ".j^-».'«). Let x e B,,",,'*) • We then have |x -x",e(Oin'e))\ < 2M(s -o\n'E)) + e and so \x-xH.í,.i<'¡H~l''))\ < \X-Xnte(°¡n'e))\ + \xn<e(o\n'E))-Xn_XtE(of-UE))\ (n,e)\ <2M(s-o\"'t,) + e + J^-x,Xgi'n-l'ÁS)dS < 2M(s -o\n>E)) + e + M(o\n'E)-of-x's)) = 2Ms + e-2M\ --j+-
That is, x G 7?7)"_lj£(s). We therefore have x">£(¿) < x"_i;£(í) on [o¡ '£),
We continue this process along the interval [0, T] until we reach some k such that ok^ = T. We must verify that this actually happens. Clearly, the sequence ox 'E , a2 '£ , ... is strictly increasing, so we need only prove the following.
Claim. For each fixed n G N, {o\n'E)} does not converge to some number less than or equal to T.
Proof of Claim. We shall handle this inductively. For n = 1, we have the desired situation, since ct^'£) = 0, a[l,e) = T/2, and o(2'E) = T. We now assume the claim holds for n -1. We thus have <yj+7 -ay1''' > some positive constant c"_i for all j. Let any i g {0, 1,2,...} be given. It suffices to show o¡"^E' -rj¿"'£) > some positive constant d" . For convenience, in Case Two if cr^x is chosen to be x for some m in question, we say oi?'£) satisfies case (2a). If o%;E) is chosen to be min^"-1'6':
of-1'«) > <7#'£)} for some m in question, we say er^ '£) satisfies case (2b).
Possibility One. If ojn'e] satisfies case (la) (that is, Case One, subcase (a), then
To make the remaining possibilities simpler, we shall assume a"' does not satisfy case (la) or case (2a) for m = i + I, i + 2, ox i + 3, since it is obvious we can handle those situations as above. The only possibilities which still need to be studied are o-;"'6' satisfying case (lb) and aj"'e^ satisfying case (2b). Note that case (lb) cannot occur at two consecutive points o4"'£) and o{£+x , since rr^'£) satisfying (lb) implies xn(o(£'e)) < x"_i(<t£i'£)) and Possibility Three. Suppose o\n'E) satisfies case (2b). Then, o\l\E) = af~{'s) for some j e N. Suppose for now that a¡"['^ also satisfies case (2b). Then, a(n,e) = ,£-!..) _ We then have ain-X,s) _ ,<",., > ^ _ ^..j = ^i.., _ Oj '£) > c"_i . The only other possibility to check is oy+j satisfying case (lb). Then, o\l'2e) must satisfy case (2b), that is, o\n+f = o\n~x'E) for some
Possibility Four. Suppose o\n,t) satisfies case (lb). Then, o\l\E) must satisfy case (2b). We note that in Possibility Three we actually showed that ofyE) -of '£' > c"-X. Hence, we can repeat the argument there, replacing i by i + 1.
We then have o\n+f -a\n'E) > o\n+f -o¡n+¡E) > c"_,.
In all four possibilities, we have er^4£) -aj" '£) > min{c"_ x, 2~nT} = dn> 0. Therefore, we have established the claim.
We have thus constructed the partition {ff,-"'8'} which determines the function x"j£. Note that we have
We shall now show the hypotheses to the Ascoli-Arzela lemma are satisfied. We first note that {x";£} is uniformly bounded, since \x"¡e(t)\ = \xo+ / a"yE(s)ds <|x0|+ / \a"yE(s)\ds < |x0| + MT, Jo Jo which is independent of n and /. Also, \x'n e(t)\ = \a"tE(t)\ < M for almost all í G [0,7], hence {x"i£} is equicontinuous. Applying the Ascoli-Arzela lemma, there is some subsequence of {x";£} that converges uniformly to some continuous function uE. Because of the monotonicity of {x"j£}, the entire sequence actually converges uniformly to uE. Consider the special case e = 0. We propose to show w0 is a solution to (IVP). Fix any t G (0, T). We shall show lim"_ooa")0(0 = fit, u0(t)). For each n, there exists some k so that t G [<x¿"' ', aj^'^). We claim that x";o(i) G •#£,",oM ■ To see this, note that \Xn,oit)-X",oi4n'0))\ I r r"'0) That is, «o is a solution of (IVP). It remains to show that uq is actually the greatest solution of (IVP). That is, we shall show u0(t) > ü(t) for all / G [0, T], where w is any solution of (IVP). Suppose «o is not the greatest solution. Then, there exists some 7 G (0, T) and a solution vt such that u0(i) < ûÇt) ■ Since x">0(7) I u0(l), there exists some TV G N such that Xjv,o( (The referee pointed out an interesting characterization of the ue 's, constructed in the above proof and utilized in the proof of Theorem 2. He was able to prove that if we define fi(t, x) = sup{/(i, w): \w -x\ < e}, then fiE satisfies properties (P1)-(P4) and hence (by Theorem 1) the initial value problem v'(t) = fi(t, v(t)), v(0) = xo has a greatest solution. He then showed that greatest solution was in fact uE.)
Continuous dependence
The main result of this section is Theorem 2, a continuous dependence result for initial value problems of the type introduced in the previous sections. We first present two lemmas needed to prove that theorem. 
An.eh
Now let j G N with 0 < j < I be given and assume mk(Oj ' ) < x";£(crj ' ') + je.
Case One. mk(of '£)) < x",£(of '£)).
Subcase (i). wfc(i) < x",e(t) for ail í G [<r]"'£), ffj"i£)].
Obviously, mk(t) < x",e(t) + (j + l)ê for ail t g [of'E), of+\E)]. Case Two. (9) xn,E(of'e)) < mk(af'E)) < xn,t(af'*))+je.
Note first that we have 0<mk(of'E))-Xn,e(of'E))<jê and hence (10) \mk(af'e))-xtt,e(af'e))\<jê.
Fix t G [of'E), off]. Then, for each s e [of-E), t], we have
Thus, mk(t) = mk(of'E))+ [ fk(s,mk(s))ds (4) , (9) , , ft < xn,E(of'E)) + jê+ foo(s,mk(s))ds + ê 1 Jaf-e) < x",£(f7J"'£))+ ( suP{/0o(5,x):|x-x";£((t]','£))| < 2M(s -of'E)) + e}ds + (j + l)ê = x"tE(t) + (j+l)ê.
We have now established the claim. From this it follows that mk(t)<x"te(t) + lê = xn,e(t) + e for allí G [0, T]
(recall that T = aj"'e)).
We have shown for all e > 0 and all n G N, there exists a K g N such that for all k > K, we have mk(t) <x",e(t) + e for all t G [0, T]. That is, i.e., {xn>£} is uniformly Lipschitz. Hence, {uE} is also, and so %Z is equicontinuous. Also, since m£(0) = xo for all e > 0, it follows from the uniform Lipschitz property that ^ is uniformly bounded. Thus, we have a uniformly bounded and equicontinuous family of continuous functions defined on the compact set [0, T]. Hence, by the Ascoli-Arzela lemma, there is some continuous function v and some subsequence {e;}^-such that e, I 0 and uEj -» v uniformly on [0, T] as / -> oo .
Fix any t G [0, T). Choose any i, «gN. There exists some j G N such that t G [af'"], of\Ei)). We have
a",Ei(t) = sup{/00(i, x): |x -x",e¡(of'e,))\ < 2M(t -of'Ei)) + e,}, there exists some x^Tè, G R satisfying (12) \x7fti -x",Ei(cjf'Ei))\ < 2M(t -of'Ei)) + e¡ and an,Ei(t) -2~n < fiooit, x^El) < an,Eft).
Hence, ( 13) lim sup a", e, {t) = lim sup foe it, x^, ).
n-»oo n-»oo
Note that for each /, n G N, we have (ii) . (12) , ,
(14) |xr£,.-x",£,(0l < 2Mit-of'E')) + el + Mit-of'E'])<^-+ ei. (14), we know that {■XnTTe,}jfcii is bounded. Hence, replacing {nk} with a suitable subsequence, we may assume {x^gJ^L, approaches some limit a, as k -> oo . We then have (15) 77,-= lim f^t, x^Tc) = limsup/oo(i, x^,) < f^t, A,), K-»oo k->oo from our hypotheses on f^ . Note also that (14) implies \Xt -uE¡(t)\ < e,, hence /,■ -» u(í) as i -» oo . We thus have (15) (16) lim sup Bi < limsup/ooi/, h) < fx(t, v(t)).
i-»OO I-»oo Therefore, for each t G [0, T), such that for all k > K, we have We then have, for all k > K, the following inequalities holding for all t G [0, 7] : mk(t) < xNJ(t) + e< uj(t) + 2e < v(t) + y< m^t) + y.
This establishes (21), and so the theorem is proven. G To help clarify Theorem 2, we give the following interpretation. We may be interested in the solutions u (greatest or not) of u'(t) = fk(t, u(t)), but these may be difficult to determine. If we can find an Too which satisfies the theorem's hypotheses for which m^ is easy to determine, the theorem yields an approximate upper bound on u : roughly, as k gets large, u cannot be much larger than m«,.
Examples and discussion
We now discuss the result proven in the previous section and present examples to illustrate its principal features.
For the reader who is familiar with the Filippov notion of solution (see [4] ), this paper may at first glance seem to be a special case of that theory. However, since a Filippov solution is not necessarily a Carathéodory solution, Theorem 1 is needed. Theorem 2 is also needed. Although there are continuous dependence theorems for Filippov solutions, none appear to include the convergence criterion used in Theorem 2 as a special case. For example, consider the convergence criterion used in [4] : lim / xYk(s)ds = 0, fc-»ooJo where \fk(s, y) -/»(s, y)\ < *Yk(s) for almost all (s, y). This type of convergence is more restrictive than that used in Theorem 2: take, for example, fk(s, y) = sin(ks) and foo(s,y) = 0.
Next, the lim sup's and inequalities in Theorem 2 may appear unnatural and somewhat removed from the theory discussed in the Introduction. However, consider the following. For k = 1,2,... , let fkit,x)^ ■ -1, for x < 0, ¿, for x > 0. Also, let f~it,x) = {-] for x < 0, for x > 0.
We note that these functions, for k = 1, 2, ... , oo, satisfy properties (PI), (P2), (P3) and (P4) (with any T > 0). We also note that the fik 's converge to T^o in most any sense one may consider, for example, pointwise. It is easily shown that the greatest solution to (IVP') with xo = 0 is given by mk(t) = -t for k = 1,2,... and m^t) = 0. Thus, mk does not converge pointwise to
Woo . But, we do have
for t > 0. Thus, this type of conclusion is the best we can obtain for / 's which satisfy properties (PI), (P2), (P3) and (P4). Theorem 2 proves that we can also assume a correspondingly weak convergence on the / 's. Schechter referred to such a phenomenon as "one-sided continuous dependence" in [10] . We also note that the mk 's do converge to a solution of x' = foo(t, x), x(0) = 0, namely WooW = -t ■ Thus, it is possible that in this context (and others) that it is unnatural to restrict ourselves to greatest Carathéodory solutions. That is, it may be that "nicer" continuous dependence results may be obtained by considering, for example, how the sets of solutions relate. We next note that the convergence on the / 's in Theorem 2 is not necessary for the convergence on the m's required there, evidence of which is provided by the following example. For k= 1,2,... , let fk be given by that is, the convergence of the / 's used in Theorem 2 does not hold. In fact, we note that this set of / 's would not satisfy most any notion of convergence on the / 's that might guarantee the conclusion of Theorem 2. That is, it is not at all clear just what type of convergence on the /'s, if any, might be necessary and sufficient for (22). Finally, we note that the "global' sup^n device used in Theorem 2 for the convergence criterion on the / 's may appear unnatural, since the convergence criterion is "local" in the time variable. For example, one may conjecture that the following is sufficient for the conclusion of Theorem 2:
(23) = hm sup -r-= 1 > 0, k-»oo K that is, the conclusion to Theorem 2 does not hold. Therefore, this example demonstrates that (23) is «oí sufficient.
